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About the Booklet
Over the last year, Auspex Capital developed and published a series of eight articles
designed to help restaurant industry entrepreneurs navigate through the complex,
intense and often treacherous process of selling their franchised restaurant business. The
articles were designed to provide direct, straightforward and easy to follow advice on how
to eﬀectively manage what is often the most important event in a business owner’s
professional career. The eight articles are reproduced here in their entirety.

About the Author
Christopher Kelleher is a Managing Director at Auspex Capital, a Los Angeles, CA based
boutique investment banking and ﬁnancial advisory ﬁrm that specializes in the restaurant
industry. In the booklet he shares lessons learned over a nearly 30-year career advising
restaurant industry entrepreneurs. Mr. Kelleher and the team at Auspex Capital have
advised on 180+ M&A transactions and raised nearly $7 billion in ﬁnancings for
franchisees. Since 2004, Auspex Capital has provided franchisees with innovative ideas,
comprehensive analysis, value added solutions and ﬂawless execution. Auspex builds
long-term relationships with clients and partners with them to identify and capitalize on
opportunities that will drive their success.

Check out the video detailing what we do for
franchisees. Visit auspexcapital.com to hear
from our clients!
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Managing the Sale Process:

When is it the Right Time to Sell Your
Restaurant Business?
By Christopher Kelleher

Why Are You Asking the Question?
You have been grinding away for years, never taking a vacation, plowing almost every penny you have ever made
back into the restaurants and then one day you look up from your computer screen and ask yourself the proverbial
question: “I wonder if it may be time to sell my restaurants?”
If this question keeps popping into your head, you need to ask yourself why:
• Bank account is full
• Tired
• Major concerns over macro-economic trends i.e. rising labor costs, commodity cost volatile, etc.
• The brand has peaked
• The capital markets are crazy good
• The tax environment is positive
• Looking for a new challenge
• Rather spend your time chasing around a little white ball or the grandkids
• Better returns are available elsewhere
• Spouse says it’s time
• Doctor says it's time
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Economic Considerations
Most restaurant industry entrepreneurs don’t work like
just for the fun of it. Making a lot of money is almost always
considerations will be the critical factor driving the timing of
the exit.
of the following conditions are present:
• Macro-economic trends are positive
• The overall restaurant sector is in favor
• Your segment of the restaurant industry is in favor
• Your brand has strong momentum

• Sell a minority stake
• Sell a majority stake
• Keep some of the stores
• Keep the real estate
• Stay on as a part-time consultant

• The lending markets are robust
• Private equity is plentiful

The Wrong Reasons to Sell

• Don't like the brand’s current CEO. There will be a new
While it is unlikely that all of these critical economic factors
one soon.
will be bright green at the same time, if they are, it’s probably • Don't like the brand’s current CMO. There will be a new
time to get out of town, and pronto. Conversely, if they are
one soon.
all red or mostly red and yellow, you can probably go ahead
• Don't like the new store prototype. There will be a new
and renew your subscription to Franchise Times. It’s
one soon.
important to understand that it only takes one of these factors • Don't like the new ad agency. There will be a new one soon.
• My rival brand is kicking my butt — they have the Midas touch.
By way of example, consider the current plight of Domino’s
Right now that may be true, but it’s only a matter of time before
franchisees. The world is pretty darn good for them these
their golden boy CMO launches a couple of bone-headed
days, but with the likes of Uber Eats and Door Dash having
promotions or a series of really awful ad campaigns.
recently crashed the delivery party, there are suddenly
• My longtime director of operations just told me he is moving
serious questions about the viability of the pizza sector’s
to Tibet to become a Buddhist monk —tomorrow! That’s a
business model.
real bummer, but that’s what high-priced headhunters are for.
• My best restaurant burned to the ground last night. Also a
bummer, but nobody got hurt, you’re fully insured, and it
Emotional Considerations
needed a remodel anyway.
For some restaurant business owners this actually can be as
considerations. Managing a vibrant entrepreneur enterprise
can be a pretty exhilarating experience and for most
successful franchisees, managing your stock portfolio, not so
much!
You may not always think so, but you have developed
close personal relationships with employees, fellow
franchisees, vendors, maybe even your bankers and lawyers
(well, probably not the lawyers). Most of those relationships
will go by the wayside when you sell. You need to be ready
for that. It’s also important to remember that you have a lot
more control over your restaurant company than you do the
New York Stock Exchange. Another thing you need to think
deeply about: What is your next act? Five rounds of golf a
week or another deal?

You Can Have Your Cake and Eat it, Too.
If you are uncertain if you are ready to completely walk away,
there are realistic alternatives to getting all the way out:

What About the Kids?
Are any of the kids ready, willing and able? You need to be
extremely honest with yourself on this because the answer must
for them or for you.

Final Thoughts
Make sure you think through the decision very carefully as it is
after the sale process has been initiated, your franchisor,
management team, employees and lender will all know you have
at least one foot out the door which is likely to adversely impact
their commitment to you.
THERE IS NO EASY ANSWER. TIMING, FINANCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL FACTORS ALL NEED TO BE THOUGHTFULLY
CONSIDERED.
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Managing the Sale Process:

Getting Your Restaurant Company Ready for
Sale
— Failing to Prepare is Preparing to Fail.
.
Preparation is Key
In the immortal words of legendary UCLA basketball coach John Wooden, “Failing to Prepare is Preparing to Fail”.

take the following three steps:

3.

Execute on the plan with passion and diligence

Managing the Sale Process: Getting Your Restaurant Company Ready for Sale
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How to Best Prepare
Facilities:

Books and Records:

Financial Results:

Intangibles:

Final Thoughts
Leases, Franchise Agreements and Contracts:

WHILE THERE CAN BE NO GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS, LUCK
FAVORS THE PREPARED.
About he Author:
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Managing the Sale Process:

When It’s Time to Sell Your Restaurant Business,
Hire an Investment Banker, Not a Broker.
By Christopher Kelleher

The Broker introduces you to the Buyer and then largely sits on the sidelines waiting to collect his commission
check. The Banker is the quarterback of the team who brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to the game,
is intricately involved in all facets of the transaction and is responsible for orchestrating and driving the team down

Choosing the Right Team to Represent You
When selling your business, choosing the right team to represent you is among the most important decisions you
will make in your professional career. The process of selling your business is going to be expensive, time consuming
and stressful. You need to hire someone you are comfortable working closely with for an extended period of time.
There is no room for a generalist. Learning on the job may help the next guy, but it’s of no use to you.

Managing the Sale Process: Broker vs. Investment Banker
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Choosing the Right Banker
Interview Multiple Candidates - We Recommend at
Least Three.
A Note on Fees: The fee is an important consideration, but it
is only one of many and not the most important.
Check references: Your banker must be able to provide you
promised was delivered.
Understand who’s on the banker’s team: Depth and breadth
of experience is critical. A one-man band or a weak and
inexperienced support team typically translates into
sub-optimal results.

The Sale Process is Complicated

Ask to see marketing materials from previous deals: Nice
pictures of beautiful new restaurants and juicy hamburgers
are fun to look at but how important are they really to getting
your business sold?

agreement review, lease review, capex mandates, brand
trajectory, commodity cost trends, local wage rates, hold or

valuation from previous deals: The numbers ultimately drive
numbers.
You need to
ask the question: “8 times what?” The EBITDA multiple the
broker is promising is only half of the equation. A good
The market determines the multiple.
Taxes matter…a lot!: Gross dollars are fun to talk about, but
net after-tax dollars are what shows up in your bank account.
A good banker will spend the time at the front end of the

LOI, APA, title, survey, phase 1, phase 2, lease assignment,
franchisor approval, assignment of contracts, representations
or seller personal guaranty, weekly update calls.
Don’t get me started on
the lawyers. Seller’s lawyer, Buyer’s lawyer, franchisee
lawyers, real estate lawyers, landlords’ lawyers, bank’s lawyer,
franchisor’s lawyer.
Negotiating the asset purchase agreement is the banker’s
Obviously, there is a lot of legal crap in
the APA so you need a good lawyer, but at the end of the

develop strategies to minimize the tax impact so that you’re
not surprised on April 15.

should not drive the business deal, they should document it.

A Note on Price: Price is obviously very important, but it is
hardly the only critical factor. “Win on price but lose on
terms” is often the outcome for a poorly represented seller.

To “win” the APA process you need the support of an
experienced, creative problem solver who is a poised and
skilled negotiator.

The franchisor approval process can often be a bear. The
banker should have extensive experience navigating through
that process. The sale process will take at least six months.

Final Thoughts

Don’t be in a hurry or you won’t get the best deal.
The
sale process is intense, time consuming and stressful. You
need someone that you can trust and work closely with in
that kind of environment.

Price is very important but is hardly the only
critical factor. ‘Win on price but lose on terms’ is
often the outcome for a poorly represented seller.

Managing the Sale Process: Broker vs. Investment Banker

The sale of your business is typically the culmination of your
professional career and the importance of selecting the right
investment banker to represent you cannot be over
emphasized:
DO YOUR HOMEWORK SO YOU CAN MAKE THE RIGHT
CHOICE.
About he Author:
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Managing the Sale Process:

Proforma Cash Flow Adjustments: What Works
and What Doesn’t
The Price of a Restaurant

Managing the Sale Process: Proforma Cash Flow Adjustments
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Proforma Adjustments
What Works:
• Partial year stores, both for new stores and remodel
closures

• Sales transfer from closure of a nearby store
The key to winning the negotiation with the Buyer on a
proforma adjustment is to make sure that the adjustment is
a large number of small adjustments will burn out most
buyers leading to quality of earnings concerns and deal

• Reduced insurance costs as a result of better claims

r

What Doesn’t Work:
• Cuts in bonuses

• Miscellaneous income unrelated to restaurant

Managing the Sale Process: Proforma Cash Flow Adjustments
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Managing the Sale Process:

More is More in the Letter of Intent
By Christopher Kelleher

Words to Live By When Negotiating the LOI
Business consultants are fond of saying: “Less is More”, but when it comes to the right strategy for negotiating
a letter of intent (“LOI”) to sell your QSR business, we say: “More is More”. Here’s why:
The Seller’s negotiating leverage is highest when prospective buyers are competing to win the mandate to buy
and bring chocolates, but once betrothed, the bridegroom has a tendency of turning into Seth Rogan, (or for
the older folks in the audience, Al Bundy or Archie Bunker). Once the winning bidder has the deal locked down
under a formal LOI, the other contenders quickly lose interest and move on to the next deal. When that
happens the Seller invariably turns from the hunter to the hunted.
The goal of the Seller should be to craft a thoughtful and robust LOI which will provide the complete framework
for the transaction. The detail and the legalese will follow in the APA, but all of the major deal points need to be

Managing the Sale Process: More is More in the Letter of Intent
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articulated and agreed to prior to committing to a Buyer.
In a traditional QSR deal the usual areas of focus are:
• Deal timelines
• Reps and warrants
• No shop provisions
• Purchase price allocation
• Indemnity standards and limitations
• Expense allocations
• Due diligence standards
• Standards for assignment of contracts
• Requirements for lease assignment
• Environmental review protocol
• Title review protocol
• Employee transition issues
• Non-compete requirements
• Deposit protocol
• Included assets
• Excluded liabilities
• Protocol for assignment of contracts
Sophisticated buyers will push hard to keep the Seller
focused on the purchase price and seek to leave as many
critical deal points open as long as possible. The smart Buyer
knows that the longer he can delay committing to the details,
the greater the likelihood the other bidders will have moved
on and the fewer concessions he will need to make to retain
control of the deal. Deferring the negotiation of the
major deal points until the APA phase will all but assure that
the Seller is ceding important negotiating leverage to the
Buyer. Experienced buyers know that once a Buyer has
been selected, the Seller is typically loath to restart the
auction process and that a deal that comes back on the
market runs the risk of being stigmatized as a “broken
deal”.
Waiting to negotiate the critical deal points until the APA
has the added disadvantage that the process will be
adjudicated by prickly M&A lawyers with billing rates higher
than the GDP of Costa Rica. A thoughtful and well crafted
LOI negotiated between the business people will
dramatically simplify and streamline the APA process.

Prospective buyers will use a variety of excuses to avoid being
pinned down on deal terms during the LOI process:
Objection: “I don’t want to spend a bunch of legal dollars
before I have a mandate to buy the business.” Response: Agree.
There is no reason for lawyers to be heavily involved in the LOI
process. The LOI process is about the business people
developing the framework of the deal and that process is
driving the discussion.
Objection: “I don’t want to spend a bunch of time on a
non-binding LOI and then go over the same issues when
negotiating a binding APA.” Response: The LOI will provide the
framework for the deal and we have no intention of re-visiting
the major deal points already negotiated in the LOI during the
details of the previously agreed to deal points.
Objection: “My CPA is too busy right now to review the
purchase price allocation.” Response: No problem, our CPA has
already done the work.
Objection: “We can’t be expected to review all the contracts
before we even have a deal.” Response: We don’t. The QSR
business is not contract dependent. There are typically only a
few critical contracts the majority of which most buyers are
already very familiar.
Objection: “That’s not the way we do it.” Response:
Ok, next Buyer, please.

Final Thoughts
The LOI is undoubtedly the most critical document in the entire
sale process. Make sure you give it your full time and attention.
INVEST THE TIME IN THE LOI. IT WILL PAY BIG DIVIDENDS.

While you can count on the APA process being about as
pleasant as getting a root canal when trying to get over a bad
will be much tougher for the buyer to re-trade previously
documented positions on key issues.

About he Author:

contenders from the pretenders. If a buyer is going to be quirky,
buyers have been chased away.
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Managing the Sale Process:

A User’s Guide to Surviving the Asset Purchase
Agreement Process
The Backdrop

The Advisors

Managing the Sale Process: Surviving the APA Process
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Getting Started

The Right Mindset

Final Thoughts

Mechanics

STAY INVOLVED AND DRIVE THE PROCESS.

About he Author:
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Managing the Sale Process:

Due Diligence - A Very Important Game of
Show & Tell
By Christopher Kelleher

Due diligence is the process by which a buyer can either talk himself into buying something or talk himself out of it.
Assuming the Seller really wants to sell, he’d best get organized and take this part of the sale process very seriously.
The broad due diligence categories and the critical elements in each category are enumerated below.
The due diligence process is invariably intrusive and time consuming, but a well-organized seller can greatly reduce
the frustration and expense that often plagues the unprepared. Prior to launching the sale process, your investment
and thoughtfully organized virtual data room.

that has its act together. Done poorly, the potential Buyer becomes anxious and tentative.

Managing the Sale Process: Due Diligence - A Very Important Game of Show & Tell
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Transparency
Perhaps even more important than being well organized is
being transparent. Hiding the soap is always a very bad idea.
We are not saying to put your ugliest kid in the center of the
family photo, but he does need to be in the picture. There is
no harm in emphasizing the most positive elements of your
story, but never purposefully provide incorrect information
or overtly hide problems. If you do, and you get caught,
you’re screwed. If you get caught before the deal closes,
the buyer will either run for the hills or become distrustful
deal closes, you’re going to get sued and you’re going to lose
a lot of money.

Be transparent. We’re not saying to put your

Categories and Critical Elements
Facilities—80% of the Issues are Roofs and Parking Lots
• Informal Site Visits—Pre-bid
• Site inspections—Formal post APA
• Roof inspection—Buyer or seller’s roofer?
• Equipment inventory and testing
• Refrigeration and HVAC testing
• Capex history
• R&M vendor list
• In-house maintenance team should chaperone buyer’s team
• Preview buyer’s inspection checklist
• Buyer’s repair list provided to seller on a timely basis
• Who pays for what?
Employees—When to Provide Access is Critical

Financials—Full Disclosure Via Complete and Detailed Financial
Records is Crucial
• Last three years of monthly unit level P&Ls
• Last three years’ detailed overhead schedule
• Access to franchisor sales/royalty data
• Provide access to Buyer’s forensic accountants
• Detailed back up for any proforma adjustments
• Quality of earnings test
Franchise—Hopefully the Franchisor Won’t Screw Things Up
For You
• Franchise agreements
• Development agreement
• Franchisor development mandate
• Franchisor remodel mandate
• Franchisor performance reviews

• Contracts: Safes, POS, security cameras, propane, telecom
• Contract assignment
• Permits and licenses
• Insurance loss runs
• Legal claims history

• Management meeting
• Employee turnover meeting

Final Thoughts

• Employee handbook

while others concentrate on the facilities. Typically, but not
always, larger deals involve more sophisticated buyers and the
due diligence process is more robust. Deals involving private

• Vacation pay—paid out or transferred
Property—Maintaining Complete Property Files is the Key
to Minimizing Seller Costs
• Lease review
• Lease assignment
• Title review
• Surveys
• Zoning letter
• Property tax bills
• Title objections letter
• Environmental review: Phase 1 and 2. Watch for vapor
intrusion issues
• Who pays for what?

the restaurant industry, can be extremely rigorous involving Big
Four forensic accountants doing quality of earning analysis,
building engineering climbing on roofs, equipment technicians
testing every toaster and high ticket Wall Street lawyers going
through every shred of paper in the data room, twice. If you
want top dollar for your business, you’re just going to have to
put up with this crap. Get organized, be prepared and always
remember:
YOU’RE PLAYING SHOW AND TELL, NOT HIDE AND SEEK.
About he Author:
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Managing the Sale Process:

The Post-Closing Adventure - It Ain’t Over
‘til it’s Over.
By Christopher Kelleher

You’re Almost There...
At long last, your deal is absolutely, positively closing tomorrow! The culmination of your professional career is
at hand. No more trying to coax pimple-faced teenagers to come in to work. No more 400-pound customers
returning a cold, but half eaten, hamburger. No more 105-year old lady parking her Buick LeSabre in the dining
room or the delivery driver running over the drive thru sign for the third time this month. Soon, it will all be
Not so fast, my friend. Unfortunately, it’s not quite that simple. While tomorrow will undoubtedly be a great day,
there is still work to be done and risks to be managed.

What’s Left to Be Done?
Contractual Tail Liabilities. As ugly a concept as it sounds. The APA always mandates that the selling shareholder
either fund an escrow, post a bond or provide personal guarantees from the shareholders to protect the Buyer
from pre-closing liabilities. If you want to avoid post-closing headaches, like chasing down minority partners for
their share of a residual claim, make darn sure you clean up as much as possible prior to close.
Managing the Sale Process: The Post-Closing Adventure
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Statutory Tail Liabilities. Another real gem. Varies from state

Residual Franchisor Liability.

Post-Closing Restrictions.
Residual Lease Liability.

Former Employees.

Environmental Claims.

Tail Liability Insurance.

Banker Don’t Abandon Me.

Keep the Help Around for a While.

Re-investment Risk.

The Tax Bill.

Record Keeping.

Being a Landlord.
Buyer Complaints.
Seller Carry Back Note.
Tax Returns.

Final Thoughts
Accounting.

Vendors.

Managing the Sale Process: The Post-Closing Adventure

Congratulations, you sold your restaurant business, but
always remember: IT AIN’T OVER ‘TIL IT’S OVER.
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